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Abstract

Blind Signal Separation (BSS) techniques are commonly employed in the separation of speech signals, using

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) as the criterion for separation. This paper investigates the viability of

employing ICA for real-time speech separation (where short frame sizes are the norm). The relationship between the

statistics of speech and the assumption of statistical independence (at the core of ICA) is examined over a range of

frame sizes. The investigation confirms that statistical independence is not a valid assumption for speech when divided

into the short frames appropriate to real-time separation. This is primarily due to the quasi-stationary nature of speech

over the temporal short term. We conclude that employing ICA for real-time speech separation will always result in

limited performance due to a fundamental failure to meet the strict assumptions of ICA.

r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Speech has proven to be a major area of interest
within Blind Signal Separation (BSS) research.
This is largely due to the potential of applying BSS
for speech enhancement within an audio scene;
examples of such applications include front-end
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserve
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enhancement for noisy speech recognition, hearing
aids and mobile telephony [1].
BSS primarily employs Independent Compo-

nent Analysis (ICA) as a criterion for separation
[2], including applications in a speech/audio
environment. Typically, in such applications,
batch BSS techniques are employed and previous
reported work such as JADE [3] and FastICA [4]
(which assume instantaneous mixing environ-
ments) have indicated that these algorithms
achieve reasonable performance operating on
speech [5–7]. These BSS techniques presume that
in batch mode, the large data lengths will meet a
d.
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constraint of statistical independence. However,
batch based algorithms fail to represent the
dynamic nature of a realistic audio environment.
For instance, it is stated in [8] that audio
applications (involving live speakers) that ‘‘apply
some means of inverse filtering would have to be
adaptable on almost a frame-by-frame basis to be
effective’’. The necessity of estimating the inverse
mixing matrix on a frame-by-frame basis, com-
bined with the 200ms bound on the delay of
interactive voice communication [9], indicates that
audio based BSS must be applied in real time with
a very limited dataset.

In addition to an algorithm’s data efficiency, it is
necessary to consider the more fundamental issue
of whether signals comply with the ICA criteria
(statistical independence between signals) for
frame sizes suited to real-time application.
Although this issue has not been addressed in the
context of ICA in real time, other BSS work
[10,11] has considered the statistical dependencies
between speech signals. In [11], it was reported
that strong cross-correlations may exist between
speech signals for small (but non-negligible)
time periods which can weaken the separation
performance of Adaptive Decorrelation Filtering
(ADF). In addition, [10] revealed that the perfor-
mance of ICA in the frequency domain degrades
as the number of samples in each frequency bin
decreases. This is due to an increase in the
statistical dependency between speech signals in
each bin [10].

While [10,11] suggest that the statistical depen-
dencies between speech signals increase across
shorter periods, this paper considers the issue in
more detail. In particular, it addresses the validity
of the underlying ICA assumptions for a speech
signal framed for real-time processing. We inves-
tigate ICA/real-time speech processing compat-
ibility through a detailed analysis of the statistical
dependence of speech signals with respect to frame
size. This provides insights into the validity of ICA
as a criterion for frame-based speech separation.
The analysis conducted in this paper employs
instantaneous mixtures of speech, and not the
convolutively mixed speech of a more realistic
acoustic environment. Instantaneous mixtures,
however, present the best case scenario for signal
separation via BSS. Thus, the conclusions of this
analysis should be directly applicable to convolu-
tively mixed speech observations.
2. Mutual Information

Mutual information (MI) is an information
theoretic measure of the dependence of random
variables. MI can be defined in the discrete two-
dimensional domain for variables x and y as [12]

MIðx; yÞ ¼
X
x2N

X
y2N1

Pðx; yÞ log
Pðx; yÞ

PðxÞPðyÞ
, (1)

where Pðx; yÞ is the joint pdf of x and y, and PðxÞ

and PðyÞ are the marginal pdfs of x and y with
observation spaces N and N1, respectively. MI is
regarded as an ideal measure of statistical inde-
pendence as it considers the whole dependency
structure of the variables, unlike correlation
measures that only consider linear dependencies
[12]. In this analysis, the estimator detailed in [13]
was used to compute (1).
3. Analysis of the relationship between statistical

independence and speech

3.1. MI analysis data set

This section presents a detailed analysis of
typical speech signal statistical dependence across
a range of frame sizes that cover the entire
spectrum of BSS applications; from batch (4–5 s)
to real-time application (20–30ms). To investigate
the relationship between speech and statistical
independence, a data set consisting of four classes
of signals including speech, natural vowels, artifi-
cial vowels and Gaussian noise was applied to the
Mutual Information estimator in [13]. The MI was
estimated, across the entire range of frame sizes,
between all possible combinations of frames taken
from a pair of signals of the same class.
The corpus used in the MI analysis consisted of

30 speech sentences from the ANDOSL database
[14] and 22 natural vowels from [15]. The speech
sentences were all 5 s in length, sampled at 20 kHz
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and consisted of speakers of various age and both
genders. The natural vowels were 0.5 s long,
sampled at 16 kHz and consisted of 11 vowels
spoken by a male and female. We employed the
database from [15] as it allowed analysis to be
conducted over a set of vowels that were sustained
for a relatively long duration (0.5 s). This allowed
MI analysis to be conducted across a broad range
of frame sizes to generate statistically meaningful
results. Artificial vowels were generated from the
natural vowel corpus via replication of a single
pitch cycle extracted from each natural vowel. The
Gaussian noise test set was artificially generated to
be uncorrelated and hence statistically indepen-
dent [2]. Despite the fact that pairs of Gaussian
signals violate the ICA framework [2], they were
included in the MI test set to provide a benchmark
comparison.

3.2. MI-frame size relationship for signal classes

A summary of the results of the MI versus frame
size analysis for the speech and Gaussian signals
defined in Section 3.1 is shown in Fig. 1. The MI
values for all signals in Fig. 1 continue to
asymptotically approach zero as the frame size
increases from 0.5 to 5 s. However, for brevity,
only the results for frame sizes spanning
20ms–0.5 s are shown in Fig. 1.

The results shown in Fig. 1 indicate increasing
dependency for the speech and Gaussian classes as
frame size is reduced. However, the increase in
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Fig. 1. Average mutual information estimated for speech and

Gaussian classes for frame sizes 20ms–0.5 s.
dependency is more than an order of magnitude
greater for the speech signals than for the baseline
Gaussian signals. This characteristic is particularly
evident for frame sizes less than 100ms, where the
speech exhibits a significant (33%) increase in
dependency as frame size is reduced. The marginal
increase in dependency exhibited by the Gaussian
signals can be attributed to poorer estimates of the
underlying statistics as the sample size is reduced.
This same effect could account for a small increase
in the MI value for speech as the frame size
decreases. However, the dramatic increase exhib-
ited by the speech signals must be attributed to
some additional factor. This additional factor
involves the physical characteristics imposed upon
the speech signal by the auto-regressive structure
of the speech production mechanism [16]. This is
further examined in Section 3.4.

3.3. Deterministic and harmonic speech signal

effects on MI

To examine the effects of a deterministic
‘speech’ signal on the relationship between MI
and frame size, the set of artificial vowels (detailed
in Section 3.1) were employed in a comparative
analysis with the set of natural vowels. The
artificial vowels were used as they represent the
extreme of predictability (maximum autocorrela-
tion) that a natural speech signal may exhibit in
the temporal short term. In addition, a subset of
the artificial and natural vowels employed in the
analysis were chosen to possess pitch periods that
were integer multiples of a common fundamental
frequency. In the remainder of this paper these
signals are referred to as being harmonically
related. The harmonic artificial vowels differ from
the harmonic natural vowels, however, as the
artificial vowel’s harmonic pitch relationships are
constant across their duration. Whereas the
natural vowel’s pitch period may vary slightly
due to the dynamic nature of the speech produc-
tion mechanism; thus they are not consistently
harmonically related across their duration. Fig. 2
compares the average MI measured between all 22
pairs of the natural vowels data set, pairs of
harmonic artificial vowels and pairs of harmonic
natural vowels. The MI was estimated across all
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natural vowels for frame sizes 20ms–0.5 s.
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frame permutations and for frame sizes 20ms–0.5 s
in all cases. The results shown in Fig. 2 indicate
that the MI between pairs of harmonic artificial
vowels is significantly higher than pairs of natural
vowels (both harmonic and non-harmonic). In
fact, the artificial vowels exhibit an increase in MI
as frame size is increased. This relationship clearly
violates the overall trend for all other signals
examined (see Figs. 1 and 2) and can be attributed
to both the harmonic relationship and determinis-
tic nature of the artificial vowels. These character-
istics result in highly predictable temporal
relationships that actually increase as frame size
extends to encompass multiple pitch cycles (higher
autocorrelation). Fig. 2 also indicates higher MI
results for harmonically related natural vowels
when compared to the entire class of natural
vowels. This result clearly indicates that harmonic
relationships result in increased dependence. How-
ever, while harmonicity results in an approximate
doubling of the MI for frame sizes below 200ms,
this is significantly smaller than the order of
magnitude increase evident for artificial vowels.
This distinction clearly indicates that the majority
of the MI increase for the artificial vowels is due to
their deterministic nature. The results presented in
this section indicate that harmonically related
vowels clearly defy the statistical independence
criteria imposed by BSS algorithms and this
characteristic is further accentuated by the pre-
dictability of the speech signals.
3.4. Influence of the speech production model on MI

The results shown in Sections 3.2 and 3.3
indicate that the mutual information between
speech signals increase dramatically as the frame
size of the speech signals decrease. It is proposed
that the characteristics of the speech production
model, in particular the quasi-stationary nature
and inherent correlation of speech over the
temporal short term (for up to 30ms) [16], are
responsible for this relationship. To objectively
analyse the influence of the speech production
model on MI, the MI between all possible frame
combinations of two speech signals Speaker 1 and
Speaker 2 (obtained from 1 s segments of the
speech set described in Section 3.1) was calculated
for frame sizes of 20ms and 80ms. These frame
sizes were a reasonable choice to allow comparison
of the statistical dependencies between speech
signals considered quasi-stationary (20ms) and
speech signals less stationary in nature (80ms).
It is evident comparing Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b)

that the MI for 80ms frames is consistently low
ðo0:1Þ, while the MI for the 20ms frames vary
dramatically (from 0 to 0.47). The large variation
in MI for 20ms frames is due to these smaller
frames having sufficient temporal resolution to
represent a single phoneme or at least a single
phonetic classification. The mutual information
troughs of Fig. 3(a) (labelled i) refer to the frames
of a speaker that present minimum MI across all
frames of the other speaker. These troughs
correspond to unvoiced frames of speech. Un-
voiced frames have previously been demonstrated
to be substantially noise-like, and thus these
frames approach statistical independence from all
other speech frames. Portions of Fig. 3(a) that
display more significant MI (labelled ii) corre-
spond to frames of voiced speech for both Speak-
ers 1 and 2. Voiced speech, examined in the form
of natural vowels in Section 3.3, is quasi-periodic
and possesses temporal correlation, resulting in
some predictability between voiced frames. The
maximum MI peaks of Fig. 3(a) (labelled iii)
correspond to voiced sections of Speakers 1 and 2
that have the greatest temporal predictability, due
to the formation of harmonic pitch relationships.
The underlying reason that Fig. 3(b) fails to
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Fig. 3. Mutual Information estimated between all combinations of frames belonging to two 1 s sections of speech signals, Speakers 1

and 2, for frame sizes of 20ms (Fig. 3(a)) and 80ms (Fig. 3(b)). Label i corresponds to the unvoiced frames of Speakers 1 and 2. Label ii

refers to frames of voiced speech between Speaker 1 and Speaker 2, while label iii corresponds to voiced frames that have formed

harmonic pitch relationships.
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exhibit the same peaks and troughs as those
evident in Fig. 3(a) is due to longer frames
capturing the time-varying nature of the vocal
tract (the evolution of speech) and variation
between voiced and unvoiced speech.
4. ICA application with speech in relation to frame

size

In this section, the effect of increasing the
statistical dependencies between pairs of speech is
analysed for common ICA algorithms. The Joint
Approximate Diagonalization of Eigenmatrices
(JADE)1[3] and FastICA2[4] algorithms were
applied to the 30 speech signals from the data set
of Section 3.1 and a baseline class of iid Laplacian
distributed data. The algorithms were applied to
all possible combinations of frames for each signal
pair and over a range of frame sizes from 20ms to
1Download real version 1.5, http://sig.enst.fr/cardoso/

stuff.html, July 2003.
2Download version 2.1, http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/ica/

fastica, July 2003.
5 s. The performance criterion employed for JADE
and FastICA was an interference measure (IM)
defined as

IM ¼
1

2

X2
j¼1

pjp
T
j �maxðpjÞ

2
� �1=2

maxðpjÞ
, (2)

where p is the product of the mixing and
separation matrix, and pj is a row of p. Eq. (2)
essentially measures p’s distance from a matrix
corresponding to the product of a permutation
matrix and diagonal matrix. It is the inverse of the
measure used in [6]. Informal listening tests
conducted upon the speech mixtures of this
analysis, indicate that an IM of 0.03 or less
corresponds to a level of separation where inter-
ference is inaudible. The results of this analysis,
the average IM versus frame size for both ICA
algorithms (as shown in Fig. 4), indicate that both
the speech and the Laplacian classes record higher
levels of interference when frame size is reduced.
The IM increase in the Laplacian data can be
attributed to the sub-optimal estimation perfor-
mance of JADE and FastICA for smaller frame

http://sig.enst.fr/cardoso/stuff.html
http://sig.enst.fr/cardoso/stuff.html
http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/ica/fastica
http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/ica/fastica
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sizes. However, it fails to account for the
additional interference the speech class possesses
when compared with the Laplacian class across all
frame sizes. In particular, the speech signal’s IM
was up to five times greater than the Laplacian
signals across shorter frame lengths ðo100msÞ.
The speech signal’s unacceptably high IM levels
(0.18–0.3) correlate with the increased statistical
dependencies for smaller frame sizes; reported in
Fig. 1. This result clearly indicates that the
increasing dependency exhibited by speech signals,
as the frame size is reduced, is a significant factor
contributing to the poor performance of the ICA
algorithms for real-time framed speech.

The feasibility of applying ICA to speech in real
time is also effected by another issue. It was
detailed in the MI analysis of Section 3.4 that as
frame size is reduced, a frame is more likely to
consist entirely of unvoiced speech. Unvoiced
speech has been reported to be Gaussian distrib-
uted in [17]. In order to retain signals, the ICA
model requires that all independent components
but one are non-Gaussian [2]. Thus, when more
than one speech signal in the mixture frame is
composed of unvoiced speech, the non-Gaussian
assumption of ICA is violated. Given an approx-
imation that unvoiced speech comprises 20% of a
speech signal [18], it can be concluded that two
real-time framed speech signals will violate the
non-Gaussian assumption of ICA, on average, for
4% of the frames.
5. Conclusion

The mutual information analysis of this paper
reveals a general trend in the MI—frame size
relationship of speech. As frames of speech
are decreased in size, the statistical dependencies
between them increase. This relationship has
particular relevance to BSS with speech in a
time-varying mixing environment, which requires
a real-time approach to separation. Significant
statistical dependencies exist for the smaller frames
of this MI analysis, due to the quasi-statio-
nary nature and inherent correlation of speech
over the temporal short term. As a consequence,
the underlying ICA model is incompatible
with frames of speech that are considered small
enough for real-time application. However, as
the size of the analysis speech frames increases,
frames capture the long-term behavior of speech,
exhibit less correlation and approach statistical
independence.
Thus, it is concluded that although ICA is

suitable for application with speech in batch
techniques possessing substantial data, it is in-
evitably less reliable for realistic audio environ-
ments that require a real-time approach to
separation.
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